Resumen
En sintonía con los actuales modelos empresariales de la globalización, los proveedores de servicios lingüísticos (PSL) deben realizar proyectos sin apenas tiempo y sin incurrir en costes desproporcionados, y todo ello garantizando la CALIDAD. Tras realizar un recorrido a través de las diferentes acepciones de calidad en relación con el destinatario y el objeto de la traducción, este taller se centrará en un flujo de trabajo de traducción especializada en un contexto corporativo. Las cualidades del traductor serán imprescindibles: capacidad absoluta no sólo para analizar, recrear y editar el texto sino también para enriquecerlo, por no citar su buena disposición para trabajar en equipo. Además hará falta disponer de habilidad suficiente para el trabajo terminológico, cada vez más heterogéneo y con mayor peso a nivel corporativo. Y dado que estamos en la era de las Tecnologías de la Información y la Comunicación (TIC) se pondrá de relieve que los profesionales del lenguaje deben tener un dominio de aquellas aplicaciones tecnológicas que faciliten y mejoren su trabajo. Con el fin de demostrar cómo la utilización de recursos lingüísticos (RL) digitales, creados por un mismo equipo lingüístico, puede mejorar la calidad traductológica, presentaremos datos basados en un proyecto auténtico: la compilación, el mantenimiento y la explotación de un banco de datos terminológico multilingüe en un entorno corporativo. Esperamos que tras nuestra exposición, altamente práctica, haya oportunidad para un intercambio de ideas con el público asistente. Nos interesa conocer experiencias similares, donde gracias a la combinación estratégica de los componentes hombre-máquina se puedan optimizar procesos traductológicos y alcanzar la tan deseada calidad en la traducción.

1. Introduction

Throughout the history of Translation Studies, defining and quantifying translation quality has proved to be far from easy. Different views of what translation is all about has lead to different concepts of translation quality and an assorted array of translation quality assessment and control possibilities. Whilst translation quality
controllers[1] find it hard to remain impartial and systematic when performing actions to improve the quality of the process of translating, those carrying out translation quality assessment exercises need to devise tailor-made, efficient and reusable assessment methodologies while still adhering to standardisation and normalisation efforts[2].

If the focus is upon language service units within medium-sized organisations, as is our case, we will have to necessarily look at those extra-linguistic, intra- and inter-departmental circumstances that undoubtedly play a role both in the process of translating and the translation as product in relation with the notion of quality. One of the main difficulties will precisely lie in the fact that not everyone in the company acknowledges that producing high-quality multilingual documentation is strongly dependant on the involvement of several cross-organisation agents and not exclusively on the performance of the language service department alone.

Corporate language service vendors will need an up-to-date theoretical framework in order to reinforce their workflows, as well as to provide orientation to other potentially misinformed or obstructive agents, whose attitude towards translation should turn into a more proactive and constructive one.

1.1. Theoretical overview of quality in translation

1.1.1. Approaches to Translation Quality Assessment

Since theoretical reflections on this issue abound and some of their nomenclature might be a bit obscure for some of this paper’s readership, we will adopt House’s Classification of Translation Quality Assessment Approaches (as in Baker ed., 1998: 197-200) for the sake of clarity and coverage.

House begins by explaining that almost anybody working with or interested in language has attempted to assess the quality of a translation on an anecdotal and subjective manner, most frequently on the basis of the target text (TT) being as faithful as possible to the source text (ST). Authors such as Cary & Jumpelt (1963) avoided establishing general principles for translation quality and saw the translator’s artistic competence and intuition as the only factors determining the quality of a translated text.

By the same time, Nida’s theory of ‘Dynamic Equivalence’ (1964) came along in an
attempt to get receptors of both the source and the translated texts involved in
experiments that would help him find criteria for what an optimal translation should
be. Unfortunately, both the criteria and the tests to obtain them proved to be not
rigorous enough. Also in the 1960s, psycholinguists such as Carroll (1966) proposed
some criteria to assess translation quality, such as ‘intelligibility’ and
‘informativeness’, which interesting as they may have been for other related fields
[iii], are also far too reductionist (i.e. using just two measures).

Then we find the text-based approaches which, in the words of House (ibid: 198),
“may be informed by linguistics, comparative literature or functional models”. Reiß
(1971/78), belonging to the first category, emphasises the text-type of the ST as the
maximum criterion that determines all the choices to be made by the translator.
Toury (1985) relies on comparative literature groundings to argue that “the literary
system of the target culture determines how the issue of translation quality
assessment is to be tackled” (ibid: 198, right column), yet the criteria to use for
evaluating a translation remain unclear.

1984 saw an important development represented by Reiß & Vermeer’s
Skopostheorie, by which the purpose or skopos of a translation is given a crucial role.
This functional approach, to be refined by House (1981 and 1997), will gain an
interesting pragmatic slant thanks to the notion of ‘cultural filter’. In House’s words
(ibid: 199), once more: “a set of cross-cultural dimensions along which members of
the two cultures differ in socio-cultural predispositions and communicative
preferences.” Neither the translator’s application nor a quality evaluation of such
cultural filter introduced in the translation is easy, yet acknowledging the role of a
cross-cultural dimension in translation is surely worth stressing.

While any form or trial of translation quality assessment is intrinsically product-
based, it goes without saying that introspective and cognitive approaches can help us
get a first-hand insight into the translational challenges, choices and solutions that
translators describe in their TAP or Think-Aloud Protocols (Krings 1986 and Lörscher
1991). For the first time, much importance is given to the process of translating and
the variables preceding and affecting the resulting text.

More recently, the interdisciplinary field of corpus linguistics [iv] has also fed and
revolutionised the translation studies arena. The works of renowned scholars, such as
Mona Baker or Lynne Bowker, are the maximum exponent and would deserve further
attention elsewhere. For our quality of translation overview, we will just stress that,
in essence, large translation corpora are used for determining which translation is best or for analysing several language versions of a text in parallel.

1.1.2. Summarising and acknowledging the Milestones

On the whole, none of the models examining quality in translation as exposed above may be considered fully satisfactory for our needs, possibly because hardly any of them takes into full consideration the conditioning setting of our work or our vital function of contributing to the construction and transfer of corporate knowledge. In very simplistic terms, while the first models are just source-oriented, the next ones tend to be just driven by a comparison between source and target text in one way or another. Nonetheless, most of them contain important theoretical elements that have evolved considerably throughout the years in order to accommodate to the dramatic changes that have occurred in the translation profession in the last couple of decades.

From our own standpoint, after this theoretical overview, we would still be at the quest for a valid model, yet we wish to echo the significance of the process as well as the notion of culturalisation, particularly as it is understood in GILT\[v\] processes, whereby a variety of elements come into place jointly to achieve a balanced ‘content plus package’ (i.e. the text only is no longer viable).

1.1.3. ‘NEW WAVE’ approaches that consider the issue of Translation Quality

We have lately been faced with a number of authors (Austermühl 2001, Bowker 2002, Yuste 2002, to name but a few) that are heavily influenced by translation technology of various kinds. Also interested in the training of translators, they are or have been concerned with the evaluation of machine translation systems, the usage and improvement of translation memory systems, etc. Also interested in the analysis and exploitation of translation data, they will not only focus on (commercial) tools for translators but also on language resources, such as corpora.

These ‘new wave’ approaches do listen to the language industries' trends and needs. In so doing, they make extensive use of empirical studies of technology-enhanced multilingual documentation production workflows. Their findings are often drawn from R + D scenarios, consulting exercises and joint initiatives between academia and industry, an example of which is our case study (exposed in detail from section 3 onwards).
1.2. The TMC framework explained and revisited

The Translation-Mediated Communication Framework (TMC Framework), which could be classified under the approaches described in section 1.1.3., looks at translation as a broad, evolving concept of language facilitation and support, heavily influenced by new communication environments. The main idea behind this approach is that translation is an activity definitely serving the digital world. It recognises the impact of the Internet, which has lead to “new dimensions of language support traditionally based on print media and physical transport.” (O’Hagan & Ashworth 2002: 2).

The translator is conceived as an eclectic language professional, a linguistic and cultural mediator, characterised by the following key assets:
- Awareness of cultural differences
- Capability for modifying the message to minimise communication breakdowns
- Resourcefulness and expertise in technological tools of the trade

We are particularly interested in the mediating, pro-active and technologically-aware features of such a translator profile, as it entails the requirements of a language professional in a corporate setting such as ours.

1.2.1. Translation Quality within the TMC framework

The TMC Framework is also satisfactory for us in that translation quality is seen as of vital importance. A dynamic and flexible notion of quality in translation lies at the bottom of every organisation that wishes to go multilingual. This is why translation quality is also intertwined with a varying degree of automation (e.g. in the production and maintenance of multilingual documentation), on the basis of the needs and type of language mediation and support.

In terms of quality assessment and control, this framework acknowledges the localisation industry’s efforts to quantify translation quality and sees the end use of a translation as the main factor that defines its quality. In relation to this, the authors talk about the importance of patterns in a given translation assignment. The pattern of information dissemination differs from that of information gathering, in that the former will most likely require a high-quality translation whereas in the latter a less perfect translation might be acceptable. This basic, though important, distinction runs in parallel with that of sender-commissioned translation (e.g. the
company commissioning the translation requires that their multilingual company website is of high-quality as this could be a key means of asserting their commercial potential) vs. receiver-commissioned translation (e.g. a scientist resorts to an online machine translation facility to have a foreign language article translated into his/her mother tongue; this user accepts a less-than-perfect translation as the MT output comes on the fly and at low cost, if not free).

This dynamicity and flexibility, together with the technological input, could also allow for varying degrees of translation quality according to the stage of the document production chain we are in. In the next section, we shall try to shed some light on how and why we wish to embrace the TMC Framework.

2. TMC framework revisited: our perspective

2.1. Language support from (and within) the organisation to the world

Information about our organisation and the translation services unit therein will be provided in more detail in section 3 (case study). But let us state now that our goal is that of providing language support from the organisation to their potential clients. Our language support can be also solicited from within the organisation to a lesser extent.

Following the TMC Framework, our pattern would be that of multilingual information dissemination whereby the quality must be of a high level. We would also like to highlight that this common pattern also coincides with that of corporate knowledge transfer. In order to achieve that maximum goal, we have experienced the main challenge of creating and maintaining language resources (LR) that do serve internal and external information and communication needs. We are particularly interested in fostering the idea of LR as valuable corporate knowledge repositories and getting everyone involved in the process of constructing and keeping them. As this has become our challenge number one to ensure translation quality, we explain why this is the case in the sections to come.

2.2. Translation Quality in our scenario (I): Pattern and agents

From our corporate language support position we have encountered difficulties related to the rather widespread and unfortunate belief that translation quality is in the hands of the translator only. Will this leave us with the thorny task of being
lonely quality controllers forever? Traditionally, translation has been perceived just as perfect-ought-to-be end-product, not as corporation-wide ongoing cyclic process.

The first diagram below aims to convey a typical information dissemination pattern.

![Fig. 1 Information dissemination pattern](image)

Every organisation responding to such a pattern relies on an optimum information transfer to achieve the goals they pursue, e.g. obtain an outstanding commercial profit. Many companies aiming at being global, in order to boost their commercial success outside their borders, decide to go multilingual without realising the preliminary need of having their corporate knowledge lying in place beneath their source language. The multilingual strategy is sometimes devised carelessly or too quickly. Or what may be even worse, the language service working in-house find it hard to fight some attitudes.

![Fig. 2 Misconception about ‘feedback’ in corporate information dissemination patterns from a language services’ perspective](image)

Figure 2 shows how the feedback about the organisation’s multilingual documentation production is expected to come exclusively from outside. Therefore, feedback is solely understood as a commercial reaction from foreign partners and customers. In other words, “if our customers keep coming back, that means that there is no problem with our multilingual documentation”. Perhaps it is true that the language service department are doing a good job, but it might also be true that they are struggling to produce high quality texts in several languages due to lack of cross-organisation participation in the cyclic creation, maintenance and exploitation of corporate language resources.
Figure 3 proposes a different signification for the concept of feedback, this time coming from within the company. Corporate multilingual documentation workflows, like ours, would then benefit from a multi-layered, multiple agents’ input within the organisation. In the next section let us see how.

2.3. **Translation Quality in our scenario (II): Incorporating agents, changing attitudes**

We have already embraced the TMC Framework as a valid one for our purposes. The technological component is already a priority for us as is the construction and sharing of self-made language resources that are meant to function as corporate knowledge repositories. As the information about the organisation, together with that of the outer world, is of cyclic nature and under constant development, a pro-active attitude across the organisation is necessary so as not to forget valuable corporate knowledge in static compartments, which is then difficult to trace, update, manage... and translate by the different agents or users.

“Workflows that incorporate computer-human interaction and user specifications produce the best results” (Melby 1995) is a maxim that one could use to raise awareness across heterogeneous agents of an organisation. In our case study we will see that pro-activity starts off at the very end of a multilingual production chain, what traditionally is seen as holding the sole responsibility of offering a high-quality translation, the language services unit. Yet this department will try to transform the potential users of their major corporate language resource, so far without much interest in and as a means of access to it, into active users, that is, involved enough in the production process that necessarily encompasses knowledge construction and sharing beforehand. In other words, a quality-geared corporate knowledge transfer materialised by means of multilingual documentation production, requires a proactive knowledge sharing across the corporation in the first place.
3. Our case study

Our reference in terms of practical translation experience is represented by an in-house language services department working exclusively for a holding company based in Zurich and its subsidiaries. These companies are active at international level and release their business-related documentation in German, English and French. The members of the language services department are multi-task professionals; in other words, they assume the role of “translator-terminologists” (see Wright, S. & L. D. Wright, 1997).

3.1. Technology and self-created language resources

For their work in this translation-mediated communication (TMC) environment, the translator-terminologists team introduced computer-assisted translation (CAT) technology; more specifically, translation memory (TM) technology. In 2001, the team subsequently started building up from scratch its own electronic language resources, such as a multilingual terminology database (TDB). The use of TMs resulted in a better use of the available resources: the team could translate repetitive texts in less time and subsequently invest some time in terminology work.

3.1.1. A tailor-made terminology database

From the very outset, the translator-terminologists team aimed at building a corporate knowledge repository that, in future, would be made available to other users within the company. In a preliminary phase, the team took some time to decide on the final database structure. In this process, they addressed specialists in the company to obtain some advice as – for instance – to the subjects to be included for term classification. They also exchanged opinions with other experienced colleagues to ensure that the right choices in terms of general database modelling were made.

It was only after having agreed on a few but important rules on how to establish format and content consistency that the team actually started entering terms in the terminology database.

3.1.2. The TDB as an instrument for promoting corporate language
In a constant expansion process since 2001, the TDB – incorporated in a well-established software – has become a repository for terms closely related to the company's business activities. All three database languages (German, English and French) are handled on an equal footing: each entry must contain all mandatory term and designation attributes in all three languages to be regarded as completed.

During the initial stages of terminology practice, priorities were set as to which terms and/or designations had to be entered at first to make sure that the most relevant terms of the company's business areas would be represented. Especially names and/or expressions designating new products and/or services offered by the company, as well as any term or expression related to them were (and are) given top priority for entry in the TDB. As of end 2003, the number of validated entries amounted to about 2,000 (see an entry example in figure 4 below).

Four data categories were defined at term level, for each of which a number of predefined attributes (data elements) can be selected.

The following two types of data categories were defined at designation level:
- Data categories with predefined data elements such as:
  gender (for German and French language), designation type (preferred designation, synonym), designation form (abbreviation, phrase) and geographical use.
- Data categories with variable data elements such as:
  designation source and definition (both mandatory attributes), context (example of use of the designation) as well as note (both optional attributes, to be entered if relevant).

Several cross-references are established to either link validated entries to other related validated entries in the TDB or to previously define bibliographical codes. These codes are entered in a model aptly designed for entering the most frequently used bibliographical references.
3.1.3. Instruments for TDB management

For managing the TDB, different maintenance tasks are to be performed regularly, such as: creating a backup file of the TDB in TXT format; adapting the TDB structure if necessary; continuously updating a list of all new entries in XLS format for statistical purposes.

As a matter of fact, statistics monitoring is one of the basic instruments used to keep track of the growth of the TDB within a given timeframe and budget. Depending on the foreseeable translation workload (as far as planning is possible), the translator-terminologists team agrees on terminology targets on a yearly basis. Different parameters may be applied, i.e. the individual contribution in quantitative terms (minimum number of entries of all types to be entered and/or validated by each team member) or terminology planning (setting priorities as to the types of entries to be entered in order to ensure a balance of terminology data; extracting/processing existing terminology from glossaries etc. in order to import it in the TDB etc.).

Last but not least, targeted measures are taken to increase the added value of terminology at company level and, more specifically, of the TDB as a major contribution to corporate language. This is achieved either specifically via ad hoc presentations or simply as part of small talk, when the occasion of exchanging know-how and ideas with colleagues of other departments presents itself.

3.1.4. Handbook for terminology work with the TDB

Since the translator-terminologists team aimed at developing a very consistent TDB, a kind of protocol was drafted at the very start, defining the most important aspects regarding the TDB model as well as the content and format of the different data categories and data elements. Soon enough, the protocol was abundantly enlarged
and became a handbook: the reference document *par excellence* for terminology work with the TDB.

As a compendium of all the knowledge continuously acquired in terminology practice, the handbook proved to be a very efficient tool for knowledge transfer within the translator-terminologists team. It can be regarded as a work-in-progress since it is regularly updated and/or enlarged. Any new aspect or case related to multilingual terminology not yet covered is immediately added in the relevant chapter or – if a better solution to deal with a specific problem is believed to have been found – the relevant section in the handbook is replaced by the description of the new approach.

The handbook for terminology work has both descriptive and prescriptive character. It is descriptive because it describes the use and scope of all data categories and data elements, the general procedures for entering terms etc. It is prescriptive because it also prescribes the use of certain terms and, in particular, certain designations in order to ascertain a specific corporate terminology: some designations carrying certain attributes can be defined as synonymic or can even be ruled out whereas others can be defined as preferred or as the only designation accepted (which is indicated accordingly in the terminology entry).

In order to highlight these practical aspects of terminology practice with the TDB, the handbook is richly illustrated with some 108 extracts of validated entries and 9 complete entries. Furthermore, a chapter section provides some useful advice as to how to handle the most frequent problems of multilingual terminology work with the TDB, e.g.: overlapping or partial equivalence of the term’s meaning in the different languages; terminology gaps; accepted spelling for a specific term for consistency reasons; accepted non-synonymous designations for signifying a specific term for usage reasons; mixture of different language registers to signify specific terms etc. Another chapter section is devoted to the applied methodology, such as: procedure for entry validation and TDB management and planning. Finally, the handbook contains a number of useful annexes: list of language codes, list of bibliographical codes, accepted format of internal and external publication titles and details used as a source in the TDB entries.

**3.2. Measures aimed at enhancing translation quality**

Established measures in translation practice are constantly used for ensuring translation quality.
As far as internal quality control is concerned:

- Translated texts are proofread by another member of the translator-terminologists team.
- Terminology entries are proofread twice at different stages of their processing (the first proofreading focuses more on the language quality control whereas the second particularly examines the consistency of the entry at entry level and at the level of the entire TDB; this is done by means of checking the relationships of the data in the relevant entry with other related entries).

For cases in which an external quality control becomes necessary (e.g. for representative texts such as annual reports, marketing brochures, software releases etc.), a consultation procedure has been implemented by the translator-terminologists team, which means that the translated texts are submitted to specialists who are native speakers of the corresponding languages. Unfortunately, this procedure has not yet been included in the ordinary schedule for document production and, consequently, time constraints sometimes prevent its application. Similarly, if uncertainties exist as to the meaning and/or scope of a term or designation, the translator-terminologists team consults specialists of the relevant field before entry validation.

Moreover, particular attention is given to continuous further training either in specific language areas (terminology, localisation, Internet search techniques for translators, advanced training on CAT technology etc.) or in company-specific business matters (know-how acquired by attending external or internal courses or even by interacting and getting acquainted with other company departments).

### 3.3. Challenges in translation work

Translator-terminologists need to have excellent time management skills to cope with the most frequent challenges in their professional lives: tight deadlines, limited resources (efficient outsourcing) and last-minute changes.

Likewise, present-day language professionals also have to come to terms with lack of controlled authoring \[\text{viii}\] at source. Although source text authors are experts in their specific area of competence, they do not necessarily have a natural writing talent and may not have received specific training in technical writing. By and large, this is at the origin of the very common problem of terminological inconsistency: inadequate
use of terms and/or use of inadequate and even non-existing terms.

Moreover, there is hardly ever undivided consensus on the specialists’ side with respect to the content of source documents. The specialists themselves become aware of this problem when reading the translated texts submitted to them within the framework of the consultation procedure mentioned above. In many cases, they disapprove of the wording or a statement in general and make suggestions that result in a total shift in meaning of the relevant parts when compared to the source document.

Last but not least, the translator-terminologists team represents the last link in the document production chain (or workflow) currently applied, as shown in figure 5.

![Fig. 5 Current documentation production workflow highlighting our location](attachment:image)

Our position and relations with the other departments are explored in the next section.

### 3.4. Multilingual document production workflow

Multilingual document production currently consists of a processing sequence involving many units within the company.

As an example: After having received input from several sources, the author drafts a
text and passes it on to the unit within the department specialised in the product and/or service for which a deliverable (text for the Internet or to be distributed on paper etc.) has to be published in the three company languages. The workflow continues with the involvement of the legal department, followed by the unit within the marketing department responsible for the given product and/or service. Frequently, the unit within marketing gets back to the author to clarify points and further finalise the source document. Only then, the translator-terminologists team receives the translation order. The numbers highlighted in yellow in figure 5 are meant to illustrate all the steps involved in this process.

As previously mentioned the team uses TMs for carrying out the order and always refers to the TDB: a structured corporate knowledge repository that helps them to ensure output consistency.

Looking at the present situation, the following can be observed:
- Most authors have no specific training on technical writing, i.e. basic controlled language procedures are not yet applied.
- The self-created TDB is only available to translator-terminologists.
- Staff, including the authorship apparatus, are in general not aware of translator-terminologists' knowledge ownership and, therefore, authors do not consult them for terminology-/language-related issues.

3.5. Knowledge sharing and transfer: a vital element for enhancing the quality of multilingual deliverables

We need to demonstrate organisation-wide that, in a translation-mediated communication environment, the quality of multilingual deliverables does not exclusively depend on the output from language service providers.

Appropriate input at source (precise wording, large consensus as to the content of source documents, consistent terminology) accelerates the whole document production workflow and helps to improve overall quality of the company's deliverables.

Feedback regarding the output from translator-terminologists (translated texts, terminology data) has to be acknowledged as part of the document production workflow, as theoretically exposed in section 2.2. (see figure 3 above).
3.6. Possible measures for optimising the document production workflow

As mentioned above, sharing and transferring knowledge is crucial for ensuring quality in a TMC environment. The TDB presented in this case study is a valuable corporate knowledge repository and should be made available to all staff members.

As a matter of fact, the translator-terminologists team strives for the implementation of an Intranet solution for the TDB. To do so, a very convincing credit demand, including a very detailed ROI analysis, has been prepared and submitted to management. At the time of writing, the potential of devising an overall corporate knowledge management strategy has been explained to the organisation's decision-makers.

The TDB developed by the translator-terminologists would largely contribute to promote corporate language and, thus, strive for a best practice in knowledge management.

Other measures related to the workflow itself should be introduced:

- Consultation of specialists as part of the ordinary document production schedule for the most representative multilingual deliverables (annual reports, releases, services brochures etc.)
- Direct exchange between authors and translator-terminologists at an early stage of the document production on a case-by-case basis (e.g. if new products/services are launched for which no data to refer to is available etc.)
Figure 6 represents the optimised document production workflow that we have in mind. With an even better equipped knowledge repository at our end in the form of a corpora database, the main corporate language resource, the TBD made available online for all our staff members independently of function, and at the core of our corporate operations system, none of our multilingual knowledge would get lost along the way.

Numbers highlighted in red and the varied colour arrows convey the envisaged steps and necessary relations among the so-called corporate knowledge agents. Needless to say, this approach would allow streamlining the multilingual document production, its procedures being agreed upon by all parties involved. Corporate language and culture would consequently be fostered and more transparent to all.

Finally, we wish to conclude with the following: this case study proves that better quality results can be achieved when human and technological forces are strategically and realistically joined, even if there might be a number of obstacles along the line.
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This task is usually assumed by project managers alone, and so external experts are hardly brought in.

These are thankfully on the increase and put forward by (cross-) national translator and translation agencies associations.

For instance, this set of criteria has been adopted and expanded by those scholars interested in the evaluation of machine translation systems, mainly in user-focused and purpose-oriented studies. For more information on this, see ISLE (2000) and Yuste & Braun-Chen (2001).

From corpus-based theoretical approaches there is a constantly growing interest in the usefulness and potential of corpus linguistics techniques for training translators and in real-world translation workflows.

GILT is an acronym that stands for Globalisation, Internationalisation, Localisation and Translation. For more information, please start by looking at Esselink (2000b).

For more information, please refer to LISA (Localization Industry Standards Association) → www.lisa.org

Surely some translator theorists could see this concept overlapping with that of the scope, purpose or skopos of a translation, as described above.

Organisations willing to embark on a higher degree of automation in their multilingual documentation chains ought to pay much attention to this interesting concept, rather to what everything that controlled languages entail in multilingual communication today. For more information, read chapter 14 ‘Controlled language for authoring and translation’ by Nyberg, E., T. Mitamura & W. O. Huijsen in Somers, H. (2003: 245-281).